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ABSTRACT. The d eforma tion of a stra in tria ngle ( ~6 km X 8 km X II km) loca ted on first-yea r ice in the
Beaufort Sea was obser ved over a two-week p eriod in M a rch 19 71 . Significant stra in events ( ~ 1.5 %) wer e
observed to occur during sh ort ( ~6 h ) time p eriod s. The long-ter m (one d ay or m ore) di vergen ce ra te varied
b etween 0.04 and 0 .08 X 10- 3 h - 1 • Short-term divergence ra tes showed values as hi g h as 0 .29 X 10- 3 h - 1 • The
observed sh earing m otion indi ca ted tha t the fl oes to the ea st were moving to the south r elat ive to th e fl oes to
the w est. This agrees w ith the shear pa ttern tha t might be exp ec ted considering th e location of the sta tion in
the P acifi c G yr e. Studies offrac ture (lead and crack) orienta tions in th e vicinity of the stra in triang le indicate
reasonable correlations with the ori entation of the stra in-ra te ellipse. A qua lita tive r ela tion is suggested
between the fra cture d ensity and the long-term divergen ce r ate. C orrela tions were a lso observed b etween the
divergen ce of th e wind field as com p uted from the surface press ure fi eld and th e ice di vergen ce.
R ESUME. M esures cl moyenne ichelle de d4forma tions sur la banquise de la M er de B eaufort (A IDJEX 1971 ).
Les d eforma tions d 'un tria ngle ( ~ 6 km X 8 km X II km ) e ta bli sur d e la g lace d e prem iere a nn ee d a ns la M er
d e Beaufort ont ete observees p end a nt une p eriod e d e deux sem a ines en ma rs 197 1. On a obser ve l'appa rition
d e deforma tions significatives ( ~1 ,5 %) p enda nt d es p eriod es d e temps d e faibl e duree (6 h ). L 'ampli tude
d es varia tions a lo ng terme (un j our ou plus) oscilla it entre 0,4 e t 0,8 X 10- 3 p ar heure. L 'am p litude d es
variations a court terme m ontra d es valeurs jusqu' a 29 X 10- 3 p a r he ure. L es m o uvem en ts d e cisaillement
observes indiquaient que les glaces fl otta ntes orienta les se d eplacaient vers le sud par ra ppor t a ux glaces
flo tta ntes occidenta les. Ceci concord e avec le typ e d e cisaillem en t a u qu el on p eu t s'attendre en consider an t
l'emplacem ent d e la station d a ns le tou r billon P acifique. L'e tude d es orienta tions d es fr ac tu res (c henaux e t
fi ssures) dans le voisinage du tri angle d e d eformation d on n e d es correla tion s r a isonn a bles avec l' orien tation
d e l'ellipse d es vitesses d e d eformation . On suggere eg alem ent un e relation qualita tive en tre la d ensite des
fractures et le niveau d es m ou vem ents a long ter me . On a egalement o bserve d es correlation s entre la
divergen ce du c ha mp d e ven t calcule a par tir du ch a m p d e press ion en surface et la divergen ce d e la glace.
Z USAMMENFASSUNG . D ejormationsmessungen in mittleret! Grossenbereichen au! dem Packeis der B eaufort-See
(A IDJE X 197 1). 1m M a rz 19 71 wurde iiber einen Zeitraum von zwei W oeh en ein D eforma tionsdreieck
( ~ 6 km X 8 km X I I km ) a uf einj a hrigem Eis in d er Beaufor t-See b eob achte t. Signifika n te D eformationsereignisse ( ~ 1,5 %) traten innerh a lb kurzer (6 h ) P eriod en a uf. Die la ngzeitige ( I Tag od er m ehr) D ehnungs gesch windigkeit seh wa nkte zwischen 0,04 und 0,08 X 10- 3 h - 1 • Die kurzzeitigen D eh n ungsgese hw indigkei ten
zeigten W erte bis zu 0,29 x 10- 3 h- I • Die beob aehtete Seh erbewegung d eutet d arauf h in, dass sieh die
os tlieh en Seh ollen bezogen a uf die wes tli e hen siidwarts bewegten . D as sti m m t mi t d em Seher ungsmod ell
Uber ein, d as unter Beriieksichtigung d er Stati on sla ge im Paz ifisch en Wirbel erwarte t werden ka n n. Un tersuchungen d er Brueh orien tierung (Rinnen und Risse) in d er Nah e d es D eformat ionsd reiecks ergeben
verniinft ige K orrelation en mit d er Orientierung d er D eformationsellipse. Ein q u a lita tiver Z u sammen han g
wird au eh zwisch en d er Bruchdiehte und d er la ngfristi gen D ehnungsgeschwindig keit a ngenom men. E benso
wurden K orrela tionen zw isch en d er Di vergenz d es W indfeld es, wie es a us d em Oberfl aehen druckfeld
bereehnet wurde, und d er E isdivergenz beo baehtet.

I NTRODUCTIO N

One of the prime goals of the Arctic I ce D ynamics J oint Experim ent (A IDJEX) is an
improved understanding of the drift of the pack ice in the Ar ctic O cean . In the past this
probl em has interested a number of investigators who have attempted to analyze th e drift
tracks of m a nned ice stations and beset ships (Oam pbell , 1968) . T he first of these investigations (Nansen, 1902 ) con sidered a wind stress Ta, a water str ess T W, and a Ooriolis force C
as the pertinent terms in the momentum equation. M ore recen t work included the gradient
current fo rce G a nd the existence of appropriate bound ary layers. All of these forces can be
18 7
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considered to exist at every point on the ice. For small areas of interest, such as the floe on
which a given station is located , these forces can , in principle, be measured and expressed in
terms of p ertinent averages. Even as this work was progressing, field observations clearly
indicated a significant lateral transfer of stress through the pack. For example, severe ridging
frequently occurred when the local winds were calm. This lateral transfer of stress has been
called the internal ice stress I and is the least understood of the forces currently included in the
momentum equation (/ is more precisely the divergence of the internal stress fi eld, / = V· 'T ).
The local value of I is a function of both the regional stress field and the distribution of ice
types, as well as roughness elem ents su ch as ridges, hummocks, and leads; in sh ort, it is
d etermined by the thermodynamic and strain history of the ice. As n ew strains occur, the
resulting d eform ation features modify the average roughness of both upper and lower ice
surfaces. This changes the values of 'Ta and 'Tw exerted on the surrounding pack, which in turn
affects I.
The internal ice stress was first treated as a simple frictional resistance by Sverdrup ( 1928)
and later as an effective viscosity by Ruzin ( 1959), R eed and Campbell ( 1962 ), and Campbell
( 1965). The later approach assumes that on a la rge scale the ice pack can be considered to
act as a thin layer of a Newtonian viscous fluid. U sing the viscous model for I, Campbell
( 1965) has been able to predict realistic mean drift velocities as well as the actual position for
the Pacific Gyre. His results also show how sensitive the mass transport and ice flow fields are
to changes in 1. Unfortunately his model gives unrealistically high convergence rates for the
gyre.
It is possible to conceive of a number of alternative ways to treat the internal ice stress
problem (see, for exampl e, the papers in AIDJEX Bulletin, No. 2, 1970). However, without
an experimental basis for evaluating the results, it would be difficult to choose among the
different approaches. H ence, one of the most urgent needs is for sets of good field observations
on the actual d eformation of the Arctic ice pack, both under a wide range of ice conditions and
on several time and space scales. Because, in principle, it is always possible to m easure G, C,
'Ta, and 'Tw at the d eformation sites, it should , at times be possible to determine I as a residual.
The variations in I can then be related to both the regional stress and strain fields and to
differences in the large-scale morphological characteristics of the pack in the study areas.
The present paper describes the results of a pilot study of the local deformation of the pack
in the vicinity of Camp 200, the site of the 1971 AIDJEX Pilot Proj ect in the Beaufort Sea .
The purpose of this study was to test experimental procedures and to obtain information on
both the total strain and the variation in the strain-rate that occurred during the occupancy
of the stations.

PREVIOUS WORK

To the best of our knowledge, there have b een only a few attempts to m easure the d eformation of the pack ice even though the desirability of making such measurements has been
obvious for some time. The reason for this paucity of data is clear: most field parties operating
in the Arctic O cean h ave been based on only one drifting station and have not had the air
support n ecessary to layout and monitor strain arrays in areas of active ice deformation.
T wo studies of local strains have been made using a theodolite and a base line laid out on
an ice island. In 1952 Crary followed the relative motion of several prominent hummocks
located in the pack within 5 km of the edge of Fletcher's I ce Island T-3 (Brown and Crary,
1958). The relative locations of these hummocks did not change significantly over a fivemonth p eriod . In addition, between 1962 and 1965 a series of similar measurements was
made from ARLIS-II by Senior and others ( 1968) . In the spring of 1962, the relative motion
offour towers located within I 130 m of the edge of the ice island was monitored every two to
three days for a one-month p eriod . During this tim e period a lead 9 m wide opened within
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the array and then closed , forming a 3 m pressure ridge. In the spring of 1963, a larger (ninetower) array was established and monitored at similar tim e intervals for 1.5 months. The
maximum di stance of a tower from one end of the base line was just under 5 km . For the
first three weeks, little motion occurred. Then a lead 300 m wide rapidly opened between the
base line and the towers. Later, a number of leads 15 m wide d eveloped in the area of the
towers. Divergences as large as 0.039 were observed, a lthough most values lay between
± o.o I. Similar studi es were performed in the spring of 1963 and in the fall of 1963 , 1964, and
1965, but no significant relative motion was observed.
The T-3 and ARLIS-II studies share a common difficulty. I ce islands are not typical
elements of the Arctic pack. In general, differences in movement between ice islands a nd the
surrounding pack are to b e expected. The reason for this is the difference in the roughness of
the upper and lower surfaces of the ice island as compared to the ridged sea ice, and the larger
Coriolis effect on the ice island because of its larger mass. Sometimes, however, the sea ice
near a n ice island appears to move as a unit with the island . For example, Senior and others
estimate, based on observations from an aircraft, that du ring much of the period of their
strain measurements, the ice within 8 km of ARLIS-II was moving as a unit. In short, unless
ind epend ent verification is available, strains m easured in the vicinity of an ice island are not
necessarily representative of strains in the surrounding sea ice.
Dunbar and Wittmann ([ 1963] ) have a lso measured variations in the areas of the triangle
form ed by NP- 10, N P-I 1 and ARLIS-II and the quadrilateral formed by these three stations
plus T-3. C ha nges of up to 20 % wer e noted over a 15-day p eriod (the m easurement interval) ,
and a maximum change of 63 % relative to the initial area was noted over the total p eriod of
m easurement (four months). The areas involved (roughly 140000 km2 and 280000 km 2,
respectively) were large enough that differences in motion between the ice islands T-3 and
ARLIS-II and the surrounding pack would not be significant. Other numerical measures of
the d eformation were not calculated .
The only study of the r elative motion of a station array located completely on pack ice was
performed n ear the North Pole (approximately lat. 88° N., long. 147° E.) during the spring of
1961 (Bushuyev and others, 1967). Four stations were placed in a square with sides of between
75 and 100 km. In general, the stations moved as a block, even down to two small coun terclockwise loops which occurred at roughly the same time (within 6 to 8 h ) in each of th e
otherwise fairly straight tracks. A study of the station velocities clearly indicated that the ice
drift commonly preced ed the arrival of the actual wind and that the lead time increased
with the wind strength. Bushuyev and others (196 7) felt that the influence of the wind was
transmitted through the ice for at least 150 to 200 km . This again emphasizes the importance
of the internal ice stress term in the momentum equation. Although a simple linear relation
was shown between the angular rotation of the array of stations and the vorticity of the wind
field , no parameters relating to the d eformation of the ice were computed .
This survey of previous work reveals that in a m esoscale study of ice deformation one might
expect strains of anywhere between zero and several p er cent. Because studies have not been
made of the homogeneity of pack d eformation as a function of the array size, there is little
basis for deciding the optimum size of the strain array. Also, little is known about how
frequently the d eformation array should b e surveyed . In the past the most frequ ent observations were made daily.

SITE LOCATION

The site of the 1971 AIDJEX base camp (Camp 200) was on the edge of a large multiyear floe roughtly 16 km across located at lat. 73° 45' N., long. 130° 15 ' W . The gen eral
location is shown in Figure I. The drift of the camp was generally in a south or southeasterly direction with the rate varying from 2 to 15 km /day.
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Fig. I. Position of the I97 I A ID] EX camp is indicated as position o. Also shown are the locations qf the 1- other positions
where the surface barometric pressure was obtained so that the wind stress could be calculated. Positions I, 3 and 1- are
located near permanent weather stations. Pressures at positinns I through 1- were taken from Canadian meteorological maps.
The distance a (Equation ( I3)) was about 320 km .

After an initial aerial examination of the pack in the vicinity of the base camp, it was
decided to establish the strain array in the approximately 2 m thick first-year ice to the northeast. The general layout of the strain array relative to Camp 200 and to the major fractures
and leads in the vicinity is shown in Figure 2. MRA-3 tellurometers were used as distancemeasuring instruments. Distance measurements along the line rx- fJ were obtained beginning
on I I March with complete triangle closures not being made until 12 March. Several
closures were made thereafter with the final closure being made on 23 March .

RESULTS

Computational technique

The following procedure was used for determ ining the strain-rate tensor from the closure
data. Consider a medium with the velocity at each point of the medium given by u(x). Since
we are concerned only with the horizontal motion of the ice pack, the velocity vector is twodimensional. Using tensor notation the strain-rate tensor Eii is defined by
Eii =

~ (oui + OUi )
2

OXi
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Overlay of a photo mosaic showing the locatioll of the strain array relative to the major fractures ill the area /zear Camp 200
on 15 March 197 I. This photography was obtained by NASA at an altitude of 10 600 m. Multiyear ice, annual ice, and
ice islands were idmtiJied by variations in surface rough/less.

2.

To measure the strain-rate tensor we need only to measure relative positions between sets of
points, say p and p ', as a function of time. In particular, if we choose a coordinate system such
that the line pp' is oriented at an angle B to the x-axis, then the one-dimensional strain-rate
along pp', denoted by E(PP' ), is related to the strain-rate tensor by the equation ( ye, 1957)
E(PP' ) = Ell COSz8 + E22 sin z8+ '2E I2 sin 8 cos 8.

('2 )

This res ult is easily obtained by transforming Eij into a coordinate system with the x-axis
parallel to PP'. By measuring linear strain-rates along three or more non-coli near lines, a set
of equations of the form of Equation ('2 ) may be solved for Eij. Since in our case only three
linear strains were used , the set of equations yielded unique values for the strain-rate tensor so
that least-squares averaging was not necessary. (For a discussion of the least-squares solution
of Eq uation ('2 ), see Thorndike ( 1970).)
Linear strains

As was discussed earli er , technical problems prevented closing the strain triangle until
1'2 March . However, on I I March, an interesting set of d etai led readings was obtained between sites 01: and f3. The results are shown in Figure 3. The total strain E is given by
6.[
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where lo is the initial length of the strain line (in this case 8 3 I7 m ). Figure 3 shows that after
an h our of no variation in E, a rapid extension started with expansions of as much as 0.7
m /min. After 4.5 h , the extension essentially ceased (at 17.30 h ) and then quickly sta rted
again. If we examine the simultaneous plot of the strain-rate E, we see that it reached a maximum of o. 116 d - I at 15.45 h, then decreased to roughly zero at I7 .30 h , then rapidly increased
to 0.142 d - I before finally decreasing to a roughly constant value of 0.111 d- I • These events
suggest that we saw the transfer of momentum through the pack by j ostling between floes.
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At the time we returned to the Base Camp, the rapid extension was still continuing. Wh en we
reoccupied the ex.- f1line at 09.45 h the foll owing day, the value of E was gradually approaching
zero, indicating a near return to the state of strain that existed prior to the extension . The
maximum period of time over which this extension occurred was roughly 22 h .
Figure 4 shows the strain along the 1X- f3 line for the complete period of our m easurem ents.
Figures 3 and 4 tell us a great d eal about the necessary rate of data a cquisition for the m esoscale strain m easurements. Daily r eadings are clearly not adequate : if we had measured the
1X- f11ine a t noon on I I and 12 March, we would have concluded that no strains had occurred
during this time p eriod. To d efine clearly an event such as this extension, readings should be
taken at least every 8 h. If one wished to examine th e fin e structure of the event, such as
the cusp in the E curve at 17 .3 0 hours on II March, r eadings would be required at least
every 15 min .
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F ig. 1. Strain on the a.- fl line, II- 23 M arch I97 l. T he solid portions of the curve illdicate times whm the Imgth of the lille was
measured.

Strain tensor and strain-rate tensor

T he complete strain triangle was measured over a 10 d period beginning with an initia l
closure at 11. 00 h on 12 March. Subsequent closures were m a d e on 15, 21 , and 2 3 M a rch .
On a ll d ays except 23 March , several sets of closures were made over a p eriod of severa l hours,
a llowing train-ra tes to be estima ted over time intervals of b oth hours a nd d ays. Strain-ra tes
compu ted over time intervals of a few hours will be referred to as short- term strain-rates,
wh ereas ra tes computed with time intervals of one or m ore d ays will be called long-term. T he
strain closure d a ta are presented as a function of time in terms of the strains along each leg of
the tria ngle in Table I. Where differen t strain lines were m ea sured a t slightly differ ent tim es,
linear ex trapolation was used to estimate strains at the times indicated.
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NET STRAINS ALONG THE LEGS OF THE ST RA I N TRIANGLE

(unit of 10- 3 )
D ate
12 March
12 March
15 March
15 M arch
15 March
21 M a rch
21 March
23 March

Time
11.00
15.00
10.00
13.00
16.00
12.00
15.00
15.00

-

er.- fj
0
0.46 3
3 .6 9
3. 6 4
3.5 0
7·75
7.82
8 ·45

BC- fj
0
- 0.870
- 0-4 6
- 1.02
- 1.26
- 2.2 1
- 2.24
- 2.22

BC-er.
0
-

1.1 I

- 3.3 0
- 3·34
- 3. 24
1.45
1.5 1
- 8.4 6

Initia l r eadi ngs ( 12 March 11.00 h ) : cr.- fj, 8324.5 m; BC- fj,
5579.2 m ; BC - er., 10729.0 m.

While the strain m easurements were being taken, the direction of true north was determined only approximately (within 5 deg). Consequently, it was not possible to calculate
accurate vorticities. Within this error there was no indication of a rotation of th e strain array.
Therefore, in both long- and short-term strain-rates, the angles between the rx- f3 line and true
north were assumed to remain fixed. Even if this is not exactly true, the invariants of th e
strain-rate tensor will still be correct as they are independent of the coordinate system .
In the strain-rate calculations the vertex angles of the strain triangle were recalculated
using the triangle leg lengths at the beginning of ea ch time interval. The net strain tensor
was then obtained by summing the differential values of the strain tensor in the north coordinate system .
In one form, the two invariants of a two-dimensional strain-ra te tensor are the two
comp onents of the tensor along the principal axes (Glen, 1970) . The results are presented in
this form in Figure 5. The data are presented in the convention often used in glacier flow
namely, as two perpendicular lines oriented parallel to the directions of the principal axes.
The lengths of the lines are proportional to the magnitudes of the principal axis components.
In Figure 5, an outward arrow indicates ex tension and a bar d enotes compression. From the
information in this figure, the shear components of the strain-rate tensor in any coordinate
system may be constructed . The general trend of the data, with the exception of the strainrate observed between 12 and 15 March, is an extension in approximately the east- west
direction.
Another presentation of the two invariants of the strain-rate tensor is the divergence rate
~Il and EijEij (in the principal axis system these two invariants are EX+ Ey and EX2 + Ey2, respectively). Previous authors (Senior and others, 1968) have reported only the divergence rate,
a useful , ifnot complete, d escription of the strain . For a direct comparison with previous work
as well as for later analysis, the divergence, divergence rate, and shear (y -axis in the north
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Fig. 5. Principal axis components of the strain-rate tensor as a function of time. Th e long-term rates were calculated using time
intervals of two or more days, whereas the other rates were calculated using time intervals offrom one to two hours. The
directions of the bars indicate the princi.bal-axis directions with their lengths being proportional to the strain-rates.
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direction ) "are presented in Figure 6. As can be seen , the long-term divergen ce rate va ries from
0 . 042 X 10- 3 h - I to 0. 08 X 10- 3 h - I • The short-term divergence rate, on the other hand, has
values as large as 0 .293 X 10- 3 h - I • T his indicates that on the time scale of hours large strains
occur which:a re averaged out when measuremen ts a re mad e over time intervals of sever al days.
T he p resence of this type of flu ctua tion is b orne out by the d etailed mea surem ents a long th e
single stra in line 1X- f3 as shown in Figure 4 .
0.2
I

error

a
0
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10- 3 h-

I

n

a

0

0

-0.2

(a ) L ong term

0

(0 ) Sho r t term

- 0 .4
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Eii
%

0 .4
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- 0 .4
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E xy
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0. 8

1.2

1. 6

12
March 1971

Fig . 6. The divergence rate, net divergence and net shear as afunction of time. The short-term divergence rates were calculated
using time intervals offrom one to two hours whereas the long-term rates were calculated using lime illtervals of two or more
days.

For a physical interpreta tion of the divergence, it is usefu l to recall that when the di vergen ce rate is consta n t over a r egion , the divergence rate equals the change in a rea p er uni t time
d ivided by the a rea . From the plot of th e divergence in F igure 6, we see tha t the change in
a rea fro m 1 2 to 15 March wa s a bout 0-4 % with the ice con verging, while from 1 5 to 2 2 M a rc h
it was a bout I % with the ice diverging.
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A useful aid in visualizing the d eformation in the strain area during the m easurem ent
p eriod is the strain ellipse, which is d efined in the principal axis system by
XZ

yZ

---+
(I + Ex)z ( I + Ey)z -

I

.

This ellipse has a minor axis in the direction of compression (or least extension) and a major
axis in the direction of extension (or least compression). To show the net strain by using this
procedure, we have constructed net strain ellipses for 15 March ( 13 .00 h ), 21 March (12 .00 h ),
and 23 March (15.00 h ) -74, 217, and 268 h , r espectively- r elative to an assumed circle at
time zero on 12 March , I 1.00 h . The results are presented in Figure 7 with the principal axis
components enhanced b y 100. It is clear that most of the strain is occurring along a line
approximately in the east-south-east to west-north-west direction .
23 Mor. '71
T i me : 15.00

15Mor.' 71
T ime : 13.00

West

Fig. 7. Net strain ellipses as afimction of time. The major ellipse axis is in the direction of maximum exterzsion (or minimum
compression) and the minor ellipse axis is in the direction of minimum extension (or maximum compression).

Estimation of errors
The accuracy of the MRA-3 tellurometers when operated at only one cavity tune is better
than o. I m for differential m ea surem ents of distance and for absolute m easurements is better
than I m . In view of this type of a ccuracy an upper error limit would be 1.5 m over long time
intervals (one or more days) and 0.1 m over short time intervals (a few hours). Using these
values, the average long-term linear strain m easurement error, cr, is 0.02 % and the short term
error is 0.0013 % .
To estimate the variation in the strain tensor components due to su ch m easurement errors,
we will assume that the errors a re normally distributed with the same variance along each
strain line. With these assumptions, the maximum likelihood (Mathews and W a lker, 1965)
values (in the least-squares sense) for the strain-rate tensor are obtained by solving the set of
equations of the form of Equation (2) . The errors in the strain-rate tensor components within
this approximation are given by
(5)
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where .6.xm d enotes the strain-rate tensor errors with
6.x,

=

6.Ey y,

a nd
L il = cos' Bi ,
L;, = sin' Bi,
Lt3 = 2 sin 8t cos Bt.
H ere 8i is the angle between the ith strain line and the east- west axis and [ is the transpose
of L. For our particular array (using the angles obtained from the first closure) Equation (5)
yields
6.E xx

= 1.40

cr,

6.Ey y

= 0.95

cr,

6.E XY

= 1.46

cr.

Using the values of cr m entioned above a nd Equation (5), we arrive at long-term net strain
errors for the divergence and shear respectively of 0.047 % and 0.029 % . For the stra in-rate
errors, the short-term divergence and shear errors over a 3 h interval are 0.01 X 10- 3 h - I and
0.006 X 10- 3 h- I r espectively. The long-term dive rgence and shear errors over a 72 h interval
are respectively 0.008 X 10- 3 h- I and 0.005 X 10- 3 h - I • These errors are presented as error bars
in Figure 6 and, as can be seen, are quite small compared to the magnitude of the strain
events. These errors do not, of course, represent the magnitude of the variations in the strain
due to lateral inhomogeneity in the strain field (i. e. different strains for different triangles) .
W e exp ect that such variations would be much larger than the measurements errors. A
d etailed study of m esoscale strain inhomogeneity is presently under way using data collected
in 1972.
CORRELATION OF SYNOPTIC AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY WITH THE MEASURED STR AI NS

Aerial photography of the strain triangle and surrounding area was obtained from NASA
overftights on 11 and IS March and by NAVOCEANO overftights on 2 1 and 23 March.
These dates coincided with strain m easurements. Unfortunately there was considerable
variability in the photography because of changes in the weather conditions, the a ltitudes
flown, a nd the paths flown. Overlays of mosaics of the area from IS and 23 March are shown
in Figures 2 and 8. Scal e and area coverage differences a rise from the altitudes at which the
two flights were made- Io 600 m on 15 March , and I 500 m on 23 March.
Floe

/,.-- ..

_-........

Floe
Boundary

/

r-::--"7
/

"

I

,

,, , "

,

~

, -'

/

,,
Multiyeor
Flo e

oI

6000m
I

I

Fig . 8. Overlay of an ilifra-red mosaic of the region near Camp 200 on 23 March taken at all allitllde of I 50 0 m ~)'
N A VOCEANO. The fractures, muitryear ice and thin annual ice were identified ~v light and dark tones on the ilifra-red
mosaic.
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From the photography on which Figure 2 is based, net differences in ice type could be
distinguished and are indicated on the overlay. These distinctions were based on the surficial
appearance of the different ice types. First-year ice is characterized by sharp angular ridges,
with relatively flat ice between the ridges. Multi-year ice shows a freckled appearance caused
by its undulating " m elt" topography. I ce islands are distinguished by their rolling washboardlike topography and high freeboard. Fractures show as dark lines because of the open water
or very thin ice present within them.
Because Figure 8 was made from imagery obtained at a lower level , more detail is presen t
although the area covered is not so extensive. This specific overlay was prepared from an
infrared mosaic in which different thicknesses of ice are shown quite clearly because of differences in their surface temperatures. The thickest ice in the mosaic was the multi'-year ice
(2.5 to 5.0 m ) . This ice appears dark on the mosaic and is shown in the lower left of the overlay. Lighter tones indicate the thinner first-year ice (up to 2 m thick) that comprised most of
the ice in the area of the strain triangle. Within this matrix of first-year ice, two types of
thinner ice existed. The thicker of these two made up the refroz en lead 2 000 m wide that
crosses the BC-ex and ex- f3 lines and is shown by stipple shading in Figure 8. Its exact thickness
was not m easured, but it is estimated to be ~ I m . The thinnest ice (0 to 40 cm) occurred in
the fracture systems that were active during the strain measurements on 2 I and 23 March .
This ice appears as bright sharp lines on the infrared mosaic (highes t surface temperature)
and is shown by the dashed lines in Figure 8.
From Figures 2 and 8 it is apparent that the active leads are not strongly affected by ice
thickness variations, since on both overlays leads cut through first- and multi-year ice withou t
deflection. One can also see in Figure 8 that the active lead system does not coincide with preexisting thin-ice areas, possibly b ecause the orientations are slightly different. The thin-ice
area showed considerable activity on I I March and was presumably still a relatively weak zone
on 21 and 23 March.
D etails of the fracture structure were analyzed by de termining th e total fracture length in
any given direction. Each fracture was broken into straight line segments, from 100 to 300 m
in length, and their orientation and length were m easured. The total length in each orientation (100 intervals) for each day of imagery was th en tabulated and converted to a p ercentage
of the total length of fracture. The results are shown in Figure 9. In addition, the total length
was divided by the area covered by the imagery to give a fracture d ensity analogous to the
ridge density used by M ock and others ( 1972) and the drainage density often used in
hydrology.
Because strain data and im agery are variable in time, d etail, and coverage, th e comparisons
between them must be made with some care. W e can hypothesize, however, that the n et
orientation of the fractures (if any) should be correlated with the state of stress of the ice pack
as m a nifested by the short-term strain-rate. To make this comparison, a net fracture vector
was calculated from the results in Figure 9 by using Krumbein's method as described in Mock
and others ( 1972) . This m ethod uses twice the angle of each fracture orien tation to convert the
180 0 distribution to a non-symmetric 3600 distribution.
W e calculated
_

(J
and

r

=

I

['L. jSin 2(J]

= 2' arc tan 'L. jcos 2(J

(6)

[('L.jsin 28)Z +('L. jcos 28)Zp .

Here B is the estimate of the resu ltant vector direction, r is the resultant magnitude of this
vector in p ercent, andj is th e percentage of the total lead length in each orientation category.
For a directionally random population, r is zero. R eferring to Curray (1956), who provides
a chart for evalua.ting significant deviations from zero for r, given the total number of samples,
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we find that in a ll cases illustrated in Figure 9 we may reject the hypothesis that our sample is
directionally random at the 0.01 % level. The d irections of the resultant vectors are shown
by solid arrows in Figure 9.
20
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Fig. 9. Histogram identifying the fracture orientations obtained from aerial imagery measured in a clockwise direction from the
E - W line. Changes infracture density agree with convergence or divergence of the pack indicated by the long-term strain-rates.
Netfracture vectors on March 15 and 21 agr.. with the direction eX/Jectedfrom the short-term strain-rates (Figure 10) .

On two days- I5 and 21 March- both short-term strain data and aerial imagery were
available For purposes of correlation it is useful to represent the train on these days by the
strain-rate ellipse, which is completely analogous to the strain ellipse presented in Equation
(4) except that strain-rates instead of strains are used. As in the strain ellipse, the strain-rate
ellipse has a minor axis in the direction of compression (or least extension) and a major axis
ill the direction of extension (or least compression) . The strain-rate ellipses for 15 and 21
March are illustrated in Figure 10. An angular relationship between the major axis of the
strain-rate ellipse and the net lead direction may be hypothesized as follows. Once leads are
formed , we assume that the deformation of the pack consists of two motions: shear a long the
2
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Strain-rate ellipses for short term strain-rates on 15 and

2I

March 1971.

leads and extension (or compression) perpendicular to the leads. Consequently, for a diverging strain the major axis of the ellipse would vary from 90° to 45 ° relative to the lead orientation, with 90° for pure extension and 45 ° for pure shear. Conversely, for a converging strain
the major axis would vary from 0° to 45 ° relative to the lead d irection, with 0° for a pure
compression and 45 ° for pure shear. Using this model, we note that on 21 March (diverging
rate) th e fracture orientation was at gO(from true north) and the major ellipse axis was at 68°,
with the difference being between 45 ° and 90° as expected. Conversely, on 15 March , when
we observed a converging strain, the lead orientation was at 70 ° and the major ellipse axis
was at 95 °, with the difference lying between 0° and 45 ° as expected.
Although these agreements are qualitative, they do point to a possible way to estimate the
direction (within 45°) of the major strain axis from observations of the fracture structu re
obtained by aerial imagery. This, of course, assumes that it is possible to determine from the
imagery whether the ice pack is converging or diverging.
Another correlation might be expected between the long-term divergence rate and the lead
density. I n particular, if between two days the lead density increased, we would expect that a
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diverging strain had· occurred. A decrease in lead d ensity would indicate the converse. To
test this hypothesis, we have calculated the changes in lead density and com pared them with
the long-term divergence rate. The results are summarized in Table n . As can b e seen , there
is general agreement, except for the period 2 1- 23 March.
TABLE

11.

OBSERVED CH ANCES I N

LEAD DENSI TY AND THE LONG -TERM

DIVERGENCE RATE OF TI-IE I CE PACK DURING THE SAM E T I ME PERIOD

Time period

Change in lead density

Long-term divergence rate

km - I
II
15
2 1

to
to
to

15
21
23

March
March
March

1.025
0 . 287
1 -259

to
to
to

0 . 287
1.259
0-404

(neg)
(pas)
(neg)

Negati'.'e
Positive
Positive

We note, however, that the d eformation during this period was dominated by a large
shear along a single north- south fracture. This fracture can be seen in Figure 1 I (see also
Hartwell ( 1972) who gives a detailed catalogue of motions along leads, including this particular shear). This may be a case in which the strain triangle was not averaging deform ation
over a large enough area to yield correct results. It is quite easy to construct an example of a
triangle with only shear occurring along a single fracture which cuts through the triangle.
Such a n example would yield a positive divergence where no divergence had occurred. The
wind-stress data discussed in the n ext section also indicates that a convergence would have
been expected between 21 a nd 23 March, so that a m easurement anomaly may well have
occurred.
Aerial imager y is useful for documenting the particular type of sh earing m otion. T he
measured n et shear is indicated in Figure 6. From the measurements it is not possible to
de termine the exact type of slippage (it could be east- west or north- south ). The en-echelon
fractures to the north of site f3 (Figure 8) suggest that eastern floes are moving south relative

Fig.

TT.

from

Sequential aerial photography showing shear deformation along the lead that crosses the c<- fJ line approximately T.5 km
fJ and runs N.N. W.-S.S.E. (see Fig. 8). L eft photograph taken on IT March, right photograph 23 March 197I.
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to the western floes. This conclusion is verified by a d etailed examination of the sequentia l
photography (Hartwell, [972 ) . Such a net sh ear agr ees with the general motion of the Pacific
G yre in that the measurements were taken on the ed ge of the gyre with the outer p a rt moving
m ore rapidly than the inner part, causing a north- south slippage of the type observed.
In summary, the experience of the 1971 pilot study has made it clear tha t sequential
aerial imagery is a great help in interpreting strain observations in the pack ice. However,
b ecause significant large-scale strain events occur during time p eriods of the order of hours
(e.g. , the events of I [ to 12 M arch ), it is quite easy to miss these events on synoptic aerial
imagery taken at daily or greater intervals. It is a lso clear that, at present, imagery canno t
provide the d etails n eed ed for sh ort-term correlations wi th m eteorological factors, nor with the
actual measurements of divergence, net strains, and- most important- strain-rates that are
r equired for m odeling purposes. At the present time, ground station must still be relied
upon for such critical ice dynamics information.

CORRELATION OF ESTIMATED WIND STRESS AND STRA[ N

To estimate the wind stress field, the wind velocity field was calculated from barom etric
p ressure readings by using the expression
I

u

=

- K, pf

(JP

oy -

OP

K2

ox'

(8)

(9)

where u and v are the x and y components of the wind velocity, P is the su rface barometric
pressure, p the air d ensity, f the Coriolis parameter, and K , and K 2 are positive constants.
The first terms in Equations (8) and (9) represent the geostrophic wind with a modification
expressed by the constant K, due to the effect of the frictional drag along the E a rth's surface.
The frictional drag also causes the surface wind to have a com ponent moving across the
pressure isobars from high to low pressure (Petterssen, 1969, p . 158) . This component is
represented by the second term in Equations (8) and (9) . The exact values of K, a nd K 2 may
vary d epending on the surface roughness. H er e we are only concerned with qualitative
correlations so the exact magnitudes are not critical. The divergence of the wind velocity field
b y the above equations is given by

( 10 )
Because of the approximate form of the barometric pressure data available to us, it was
impossibl e to calculate m eaningful shear components of the wind stress field; we therefore
exam ined only correlations between the divergen ce of the ice a nd the divergence of the wind
velocity field.
Assuming the wind stress on the ice is prop ortional to the wind velocity, a compressional
stress will be introduced into the ice which is proportional to \1. v. This may easily be seen by
consid ering adjacent infinitesimal sections of the ice and d etermining the force one secti on
exerts on another due to the wind velocity gradient. With a constant velocity, for example,
there ·,vould be no compressive stress because the external sh earing force would be the sam e
everywhere (neglecting variations in surface roughness) .
To the exten t that other external stresses, su ch as water stress, may be neglected, we would
expect the con vergence rate to scale with the compressional wind stress, i. e.
( I I)
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where K is som e parameter d epending on the compactness and the sign of Eii. Intuitively
this result might be expected to apply to very compact ice which is tightly held and cannot
move rapid ly, so that Coriolis and water-drag forces may be neglected as a first approximation .
The other extrem e approximation that could be made wou ld be to neglect the internal ice
stress compl etely and consider for exam pl e unconstrained wind-d riven ice on the open ocean.
In this case certain theori es yield an ice divergence rate proportional to \12P (with a sign
opposite to that in Equation (11 ), D. A. Rothrock, personal communication) . Consequently,
for purposes of empirical correlation \12P is clearly a useful param eter to compare with the
divergence rate, with the sign of the correlation (if any) giving some indi cation of the internal
ice stress magnitude.
To calculate \1 2P, we utilized the surface barometric pressure at the five locations indicated
in Figure 1. With reference to this figure, pressure Po (at Camp 200 ) was provided by Hans
Prelkkinen of the Canadian Polar Continental Shelf Proj ect. These pressures were taken two
to three times daily and were therefore extrapolated to 6 h intervals for comparison with other
data. The position of pressure P 4 was taken to coincide wi th the location of Sachs Harbou r on
Banks Island, where surface pressures were available at 6 h intervals through the Canadian
M eteorological Service. Other pressures were taken from surface isobari c charts supplied by
the Canadian Meteorological Service, with stations I and 3 nearly co inciding, respectivciy,
with the Mould Bay weather station on Prince Patrick Island and the Barter I sland station on
the Alaskan coast. Data were available at 6 h intervals and a time series of pressure data was
constructed beginning at 18 .00 h, 7 March. All data were converted to G.M.T. minus 6 h ,
which was approximately the local time at Camp 200. The distance from Po to the other
pressure locations was about 320 km . From these fi ve press ure valu es, the Laplacian of the
pressure field was calculated by using a finite difference grid with a the distance between the
grid points

Since h ere we are only concerned with examining the proportionality, we took a/2 = 1.
The res ults are presented in Figure 1 2 where we have plotted - \12P versus time, together
with the divergence and divergence rate a s functions of time. To smoo th the pressure data, we
removed the high frequencies with wavelengths shorter than 24 h by passing a digital, low pass,
unity gain filter over the - \12P curve. The filter had a band pass ex tending from 0 to ( 1/96)
h - I and a stop band beginning at (1/24) h - I . T he filter was d esigned according to the procedure discussed by Hibler ( 1971 ) and had less than 0.6 % side-lobe error. Also note that in
Figure 12 an extrapolated divergence curve is given for the time p eriod b etween 1 1 and 12
?-.{arch. This extrapolation is based on observations of the lead structure by using aerial
photographs as well as ground observations, and is supported by the strain data taken a long
th e cx.- f3 line during the same time period.
As can be seen, a reasonable correlation exists between the wind ve locity field divergen ce
and the ice divergence rate. The ice between IQ and 12 l\Iarch indicated a divergence followed
by a convergence which agrees with the estimated wind stress which is positive on the I I
l\larch and n egative on the 12 March. The trends of the later data after 15 March are a lso in
agreement with the wind stress divergence generally increasing and the ice divergence rate
being positive.
In general, the results presented in Figure 12 are suggestive of a correlation between the
negative Laplacian of the pressure field and the ice divergen ce rate, a lthough the data collected
are not sufficient to permit us to make any definitive statements about such a correlation. This
is especially true due to th e complexity of the ice motion and the neglect of other stresses
besides wind stress. Clearly more complete data are n eeded to inves tigate whether such
correlations are generally noted.
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The L aplacian of the surface pressure field, the divergence rate, and net divergence asfunctions of time. The unit le/!gth
riferred to is about 1 60 km. The dots on the divergence curve represents actual measurements with the smooth curve simply
connecting the measurements. The estimated divergence between I I and 1 2 March was based upon visual ground observations, aerial photography, and the linear strain along the a- fJ line.

12.

CONCLUSIO NS

A number of conclusions can be drawn from our stud y th at have considerable bearing on
the AIDJEX Proj ect- These are as follows :
L The analysis of m esoscale strains in the ice pack has proved to be of considerable
interest. H owever, for such a study to be of maximum usefulness in the analysis of ice deformation, the strains should be d etermined at some fixed time interval. The measurements along
strain line rx.- f3 on I 1 - 12 March sugges t that this time interval should be no greater than eight
hours. When significant ice deformation is occurring, an interval of 15 min would be even more
satisfactory. W e do no t feei that tellurometers are suitable instrumen ts for such measurements
unless they are automated so that only on e end of a stra in line has to b e occupied.
Therefor e, during the 1972 AIDJEX field program we will use both continuous-wave a nd
pulsed-laser range finders to d etermine the distances between the main camp and a series of
remo te towers.
2. It is important that strain measurements be made on everal scales so that small-scale
floe- floe interactions as well as larger-scale "con tinuous" deformation of the pack can be
analysed and related . Only when such studies are completed can sound statem ents be made
about optimum sizes for strain arrays. An examination of the aerial imagery taken during the
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overflights (see, for example, Figures '2 and 8) as well as visual surface observations definitely
suggest that in most cases the ice divergen ce as measured within the mesoscale array does
indeed correlate with the ice divergence as observed over a larger area. Perhaps such mesoscale strains will serve as an adequate index of the macroscale deformation of the pack.
3. T h e correlations between fracture orientation a nd the orientation of the strain-rate
ellipse, as well as between the lead density and the divergence rate, are encouraging. They
suggest that aerial imagery may eventually produce useful quantitative information on the
d eformation of the ice pack. H owever, at the presen t time more combined ground-truth and
remote-sensing data will be required both to increase our confidence in such correlations
and to make them more quantitative.
4. The hope in designin g the present experiment was to find simple relationships
between the divergence of the wind field and the behavior of the ice. The present results are
encouraging. They suggest that detailed mesoscale stud ies of the relations between the wind
flow characteristics and the two dimensional d eformation of the ice pack will prove to be
most profitable.
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